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1.0 DataWolk 2.5 – een kort overzicht (Dutch)

Het project DataWolk 2.5 - Urban Data Corruption is een onderzoek naar de ontwikkeling
en toepassing van een 3D digitale informatieruimte als hulpmiddel voor ontwerpers en
gebruikers uit aanverwante vakgebieden.

De datawolk  wordt - als specifiek voorbeeld van zo'n digitale informatieruimte – ingezet
omdat ze bij uitstek geschikt is om een stedelijke omgeving te kunnen modelleren en
analyseren  als een meerlagig, evolutionerend netwerk  waarin de bepalende en sturende
factoren niet meer eenduidig te herkennen zijn. De datawolk is ontwikkeld om juist zo’n
combinatie van intuïtieve en ‘harde’ data te analyseren en doorgronden, wat de
mogelijkheid geeft om ruimtelijk – culturele discussies en ontwikkelingen vanuit een nieuw
perspectief te benaderen.

Het datawolk project heeft naast de onderzoeksfase ook een testfase waarin daadwerkelijk
een ‘informatie ruimte’ wordt ingevuld. Met de informatie ruimte wordt onderzocht hoe het
publieke domein zich in Rotterdam ontwikkelt tegen een achtergrond flow, evolutie &
kennelijke chaos in de stad. Wat bepaald nu het urbane karakter? En hoe geven
architectuur en stedenbouw daarvoor een ‘backbone’? Om het antwoord hierop te
ontdekken, wordt een verzameling data opgebouwd die inzicht geeft in de
transformatieprocessen in de stad: beeldmateriaal, videofragmenten, data over het gebruik
van de stedelijke ruimte, data over het gebruik van de stad door nieuwe culturen,
architectonische en stedenbouwkundige transformaties etc.

Deze ruwe data van Rotterdam wordt in de datawolk ingebracht en vervolgens door
gebruikers geannoteerd, bewerkt en van nieuwe betekenissen voorzien (de ‘data
corruption’) opdat hiermee kernpunten in de toekomstige ontwikkeling van de stad uit de
verzameling van data duidelijk wordt.

Datawolk 2.5 - Urban Data Corruption is een toegepast onderzoek op het grensvlak van de
nieuwe media en ruimtelijke / culturele processen. Er wordt enerzijds gekeken naar de
toepasbaarheid van geavanceerdere mediatools binnen de ruimtelijke vakgebieden en
anderzijds wordt gekeken naar de mogelijkheden om complexere discussies op het gebied
van ruimtelijke / culturele processen te initiëren met behulp van een datawolk. De datawolk
techniek wordt op termijn vrijgegeven als open source software, waardoor ook anderen in
staat zijn er mee te experimenteren en waardoor de mogelijkheden voor actieve toepassing
sterk worden vergroot.

1.1 ontwikkeling

De datawolk is ontwikkeld door ArchiNed (algehele projectcoördinatie), V2_Lab (techniek)
en STEALTHgroup (content & coördinatie deelprojecten) in samenwerking met een groep
experts op het gebied van architectuur, experimentele media en ontwerptechnieken. De
content wordt ontwikkelt in samenwerking met een groep architecten en beeldend
kunstenaars.
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1.2 projectteam

Het projectteam bestaat uit de volgende personen:

Anne Nigten
Lobke Hulzink
Piet Vollaard
Marc Neelen
Brigit Lichtenegger
Lenno Verhoog
Maarten Handstede
Enric Gili Fort
Ana Dzokic
Milica Topalovic
Liesbeth Bik & Jos van der Pol
Maartje Dros

1.3 presentaties

- Studiedag Digitaliseren en levend geheugen / dynamisch archief

27 .11.2003 - Koninklijke Academie voor Nederlandse Taal- en Letterkunde, Gent
Cultureel potentieel van het netwerk en de community

Het digitaal platform van de steunpunten IAK en IBK en Culturele Biografie Vlaanderen
hebben, in samenwerking met het Vlaams Centrum voor Volkscultuur, het Centrum voor
Cultuursociologie en het Vlaams Theater Instituut, een studiedag over het levend geheugen
bij het digitaliseren en het belang van het netwerk en de community daarin georganiseerd.
De DataWolk is daarbij als voorbeeld van een levend archief gepresenteerd en
bediscussieerd.

- Playful Archive bij Willem de Kooning Academie

In de projectweek ‘Playful Archive’ (19 april tot en met donderdag 22 april) wordt met
studenten en ontwerpers ingegaan op het overgangsgebied tussen data ervaren en data
archiveren - wat zijn de tools die op dit grensgebied een rol spelen. De DataWolk wordt in
dit kader als een model gepresenteerd.

- Berlage Institute & Manifesta 5

Op uitnodiging van het Berlage Instituut (Rotterdam) wordt de DataWolk ingezet als
presentatie en discussie platform voor de stedelijke strategieen voor San Sebastian / Pasajes
die in de core studio 2003/2004 door het team van Sebastian Khourian en Bernard Cache
(met studenten) zijn ontwikkeld. Tijdens Manifesta 5 (opening 11 juni 2004) zal de
DataWolk het medium zijn dat deze strategieen en prototypen voor het publiek open zal
stellen.

- Docummentaire Taiwan National TV

In 2004 zal de DataWolk gepresenteerd worden in een documantaire van de Taiwan
Television Service over de invloed van digitale media bij de vormgeving van ons
toekomstige leefmilieu. In het programma is een interview met een van de projectleden te
zien en wordt een hands-on demonstratie van de dataWolk gegeven.

DataWolk webadres: http://follicle.v2.nl:8080/Datacloud/index.html
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2.0 the DataCloud project – extensive report (English)

2.1 introduction

Information Spaces combine the possibilities of new media, databases and a computer-
generated environment to give users insight in complex collections of information. The result
is a digital environment that combines the characteristics of knowledge maps (based on
objective relations) and mental maps (based on subjective relations). It is therefore capable
of structuring information in a rational, but also in a more associative way, using its
computational abilities to analyse and represent the relations between information items.

2.2 the project

The DataCloud project is an ongoing Design and Research project into Information Spaces.
A DataCloud is an information space containing a vast collection of media-objects. Each
media-object is of a specific type - image, video, text, 3D model, sound file - and has its own
characteristics. These characteristics (meta-data) are used for organizing and querying the
information space. Users perceive the entire information space as a 'cloud' through which
they can 'fly' and which they can reorganize as desired. After an examination of their meta-
data, objects in the cloud can be viewed and added to personal collections and storylines.
Authorized users can add, edit and delete objects. This functionality, combined with a
newsgroup facility, makes DataCloud an effective information tool that can support a
community. The technical framework on which DataCloud is based will eventually be
published as open-source software. It can therefore be used by other organizations and for
other purposes.

2.3 a brief history

DataCloud-1.0, a.k.a Datawolk Hoeksche Waard (DWHW) has been set up to collect
information, to discuss and to browse both factual and more fuzzy data about the physical
transformation of the Hoeksche Waard – an area close to Rotterdam. This first version of
DataCloud has been awarded the Dutch National Millennium Prize for projects in the
combined fields of science and the arts (November 2000). The prize money has been spent
developing a version DataCloud-2.0.

DataCloud-2.0 made a shift from a 2D to a 3D environment. The media-objects in this
DataCloud are represented as 'real' objects and are arranged in a 3D 'space' defined by
the user and through which the user can navigate. DataCloud 2.0 features a collection of
data from the field of research (the Wild City) on uncontrolled urban processes in the city of
Belgrade.

DataCloud-2.5 is a demonstration prototype currently under development. It focuses on
advancements in the functionality and knowledge processing of the application, and on the
testing of user interaction. In this project, a collection of media-objects will be built up,
annotated (editing, personal selections, reactions) and explored through spatial
reorganization on the base of selected metadata. DataCloud-2.5 investigates the shifting
urban domain of the city of Rotterdam from a cinematographic point of view – a virtual
storyboard for a movie. Visit the wiki to learn more!
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3.0 Project goal

GOAL: The creation of a demo that shows the DataCloud concept and implementation.

SUPPORTED FEATURES:
- search for media objects
- reorganisation of media objects
- adding media objects
- creating collections of media objects
- load collections of media objects
- add comments to media objects
- open media objects

The development of DataCloud 2.5 has been focused on visualisation of, interaction with,
and navigation through the Object Space and the Media Objects in it. The amount of Media
Objects in the Object Space is limited to a (server side) configurable amount. Which Media
Objects appear in the view is determined by the hit-score of search results, or by loading
collections.

When a user loads a collection and the maximum amount of Media Objects in View is
reached, less relevant Media Objects will vanish, while the requested items are loaded.
Users can reorganise the Media Objects that are in View.

Reorganisation is based on the Spring-Mass-System, and according to pre-determined
relevant relationships between objects. Both reorganisation and the loading and filtering of
objects is animated. This not only improves the users understanding of what is happening,
but also 'gives the feeling' of interacting with an infinite collection of Media Objects.

To stimulate the involvement of users, and to demonstrate the dynamic character of the
DataCloud, users can add Media Objects, add comments to Media Objects, and can create
their own collections of media objects.

The activity of Media Objects (opening, comments) effects the DataCloud constellation. Also
Media Objects that are in the same collection will grow a 'tighter' relationship, which is
expressed in reorganisation and associative search results. Users are able to select groups
of media objects and 'relate' them. It doesn't matter what relation. This functionality is
provided by the collections. This way groups can be saved as well. Obviously Media
Objects are also related by other metadata, like user, date etc.

DataCloud 2.5 does not concern itself about opening/playing the media objects (this is
handled by external software like acrobat reader, winamp etc.), it has a preview function,
which is triggered by means of navigation and interaction.

DataCloud runs at least on computers equivalent to 1 ghz pc's with a w2k OS
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4.0 Achievements

4.2 interface design

The interface design has been given an open character to emphasis the identity and
identification of the objects in the DataCloud. The objects are located centrally in the screen
and are easily to operate with the help of a set of navigation buttons. The other so called
'tool buttons' become visible when the user selects an object and 'clicks' with the right-mouse-
button.

Al functions are clustered in separate sections of the screen, though not literally framed as
such. The advantage of literal framing of the functionality clusters would be an enhanced
user overview of the application. The decision to be more subtle in this, has been to put a
greater emphasis on the cloud of objects itself than on the interface elements surrounding it.
In a quite different way, this supports the usability of the application. Also the range of
colors used is chosen not to distract the user  from his primary subject of view - the
information cloud.

The interface design of the DataCloud has been set up in such a way that new functions can
be added easily when the functionality of the application is upgraded.

interface elements and functions

4.1 technical specifications

In selection the technologies used, a high priority has been given to ease of use of the
application. As a result of this, the application is not build using the Java 3D technology as
applied in the DataCloud 2.5 - instead, the choice has been made for Shockwave as base
for the interface and visualisation technology.
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DataCloud 2.5 is set up as a three-tier database application. The first tier is a shock-enabled
web browser, which serves as our universal client. The shockwave package must be installed
on the client's computer.

The second tier of the application is implemented with a web server capable of generating
Shockwave code. This server accesses the database and stores and retrieves information as
needed. A dynamic output stream is generated based on the database result.

The third tier is composed of a back-end database server. The database server stores
information used by the application.

4.3 basic feature walkthrough

 user login

 collection is ‘loaded’ from the server

 default ‘view’ appears

 the user can explore the space with the data
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 right click brings open-options menu

 object ...

 ... and metadata can be viewed

 spatial representations can be made by the user

 ... in order to explore related data.

Apart from the features shown, a large number of navigation, editing and collection building
tools are available in the DataCloud. In this short walkthrough, they are not shown here.
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5.0 Content
The urban domain of cities is something shifting rapidly; a/o due to changing intensities of
distance and flow in the city. Not only it is uneasy to say what the actual 'boundaries' of a
city are, also it is quite difficult to define what its urban community might be. What should
the public, urban domain resemble under such conditions? With the DC 2.5 project we want
to research and test this condition in Rotterdam through use of an experimental information
environment that can define densities of communities and networks from pools of data on the
city. The information environment thus can help in envisioning and testing a new urban
domain. Potentially, its outcome might be brought back into the city...

background

Rotterdam is rapidly moving from being a metropolis (as a main city of a certain region or
country) to being a cosmopolis (a city containing people from all over the world). Oxford
Advanced Learner's Dictionary describes the Cosmopolis further as: "free from national
prejudice because of having wide experience of the world". At the same moment, the way
we use such an urban environment is transforming: the position of a city as a place of
encounter and of invention is changing as the result of intensities of flow and access in cites
– think of the complex networks of communities which are inhabiting its real and distanciated
space, the flow of cultural groups which are using the city, the ephemeralisation of many of
the cities characteristics through non-local and sometimes virtual processes. Most likely, we'll
have to re-invent the urban domain.

This transition comes with a loss of (a sense of) center, as we discussed earlier with each
other. Or, at least our notion of urban center might not overlap anymore with what in reality
constitutes the gravitation point of its urban networks. [ BTW: Contemporary urban theory
suggests to re-map the city as a post-social and post-human network in which things are
forming as much important actors in the urban network as humans. ]

But in many ways, the urban domain is still defined in very conventional ways. A growing
number of activities, developed within in communities and groups are developing more and
more activities, and due to the lack of the sense of a core, these groups rarely overlap, meet
or coincide. Despite the overload of information, it is becoming more and more possible that
groups of people don't find a common space in this city. Result: a molecular society where
people often do not meet others. And if they do, confusion, among others about identity
(one's own or the other's) is being aroused, since common ground, or the negotiation of
sharing, disappears.

Rotterdam forms a double laboratory for this condition, as through its recent history it lacked
already in many ways a city centre as a more classical gravitation ground and in recent
years experienced an extreme flow of communities and identities further blurring the city's
common ground.

sampling Rotterdam

If we want to approach the formation urban domain from a more emergent side – say we
rather want to discover its gravitation field than making an inventory of what we conceive as
our notion of this gravitation field – the use of the DataCloud can bring an intriguing
perspective. The cloud is specially fit to analyse and model multilayered, evolving networks
in which the determining and structuring elements are less obvious inditified. It can deal also
quite well with a mix of 'hard' and 'soft' data. This is where the DataCloud enters as an
interface, a tool to create the possibility for temporary alliances and dynamic (instead of
destructive) confusion, to create a visibility of relations between diverse streams of
information and activity.
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Starting point:
- the changing public realm of the city of Rotterdam.
- cultural groups/layers of the city that do not touch each other and where are places that
this overlap happens or can happen.

Approach:
- for this prototype of DataCloud we use the idea of building up film scenario.
- constructing elements through which users can feedback on their way of ‘using’ the city.
- content is made in such a way that the cloud gets ‘loaded’ with a meaning through
interaction of users, and could in return produce different ways of looking at Rotterdam.

Data objects:
- elements through which user can create a scenario or as named here ‘storyboard’ are:
1. locations - places in the city
2. actors - characters / citizens
3. actions - events in the city
4. dialogues - pieces of conversations
5. sounds

Representation and data reorganizing (view geographic disposition):
- all elements of our imaginary film have specific way of representation (qvr, image, text,
sound).
- important feature of data objects (elements0 is their geographic position. What we are
interested in s to build up data browsing on a base of the city map as well on more
‘immeasurable’ features.
- for that purpose al data has GPS coordinates and the startup cloud disposition of objects is
generated on a base of the city map.
- when reorganized on other features cloud is creating another morphology.

How are elements (data objects) made (view moderation tool)?
For each set of elements method of selection is made:

locations are the first layer of information that we started to build up. We took as a base the
grid overlaid over the Rotterdam city map. (show city map) Around 160 locations are
photographed, with 4 photos: N, E, S, W and projected as a QuickTime VR inside a cube.

Locations and all other elements have: a title, a description, location and a set of 3
keywords. Same keywords have to stand both for locations as for characters, and this is a
difficult part (still under consideration).

actors / characters are interviewed, along selected public transport lines, through a short
questioner. They are represented as portraits, jpg images.

actions are  fragments of newspaper articles about certain events in Rotterdam that tell
something about interaction among its citizens.

dialogues are supposed to be recorded in public interior spaces through which fragments of
Rotterdam conversation topics are going to be captured.

These elements (data objects) are just fragments. They don’t tell a complete story that can
become a scene in a film but are in a combination with other selected element(s) suppose to
create a new or unexpected view on the city.

Building a storyboard (view interface):
- a story (or a scene from imaginary film) can be created by assembling a set of data
objects.
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- a story can consist of: a location, different characters, action(s) that they perform, dialogue
that they make among each other and an atmosphere, for instance a sound.
- storyboard that users create can tell about their life or for instance about how do they see
Rotterdam.
- personal storyboard (collection of its elements) can be saved as an unique combination.

Data Corruption:
- we are interested that the information we are building up gets transformed by DataCloud
users.
- at this phase of the project that is possible by giving comments to objects introduced by
content team.
- a ‘higher’ goal is that a data object gets richer or ‘learns’ from its users.

For instance (open one location metadata):
- a location is at the moment described on a base of what an unexpected citizen knwos
about a concrete place. Based on the information one can read from the map, or see whan
visiting it, or in contact with passers by...
- users of the cloud would be able to ‘load’ the object with their knowledge or alter it, so
‘corrupt’ the data initially provided.

State of the collection and future:
- structure for five elements explained is created and all locations are recorded, while
collection of other elements is under way.
- obviously this is a work in progress whose scope is larger than the DataCloud 2.5
development.
- as well it is asking for testing with wider public and we are planning to do so as soon as the
first input of all elements for the script writing is ready.
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6.0 Project timeline
JULY - focus on the backend

- implementation database / backend / search.
- develops of tests / experiments / designs for interaction and navigation
- outlining visualisation, interaction and navigation.
- relations between objects and cluster parameters.

deadline July 30, 2003 - The database is implemented. Stealth is ready to start data-
entering.
Discussion of clustering ideas and a final decision about what tool we are going to use
(shockwave)

AUGUST - focus on clustering

- entering of content.
- implementation of an interface in which the content can be searched, is visualized and
metadata can be viewed.
- implementation of the clustering
- outlining of concepts about navigation / interaction within the cloud
- development of tests / experiments / designs for previewing / interaction media objects
- testing of search, clustering, back-end

deadline August 28, 2003 - A rough test version of datacloud 2.5 is featured. We have
browsable data that can be reorganized and viewed. The interaction / navigation design is
finished. We have a complete list of everything to be designed

SEPTEMBER - focus on media objects

- the overall interface design
- visualization for media objects. (preview etc.)
- work on animations

deadline October 1, 2003 -  The design is completed

OCTOBER - focus on navigation

- implementation of necessities for navigation
- implementation of animation
- implementation of editors and menu's

deadline October 29, 2003 - All features have been implemented

NOVEMBER - focus on testing
- extensive testing phase
- debugging
- development of documentation

DECEMBER - delivery
The DataCloud 2.5 project is finished. We arrived a demo that shows the datacloud concept
and implementation.
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7.0 Addendum
7.1 user test at the Piet Zwart Institute

Part of the project has been a user test, made with students of the Piet Zwart Institute in
Rotterdam. All students are graduates of higher education or university. They work on a
computer with an average of 7 hours a day.

Post questionnaire; values between -3 (insufficient) via 0 (normal) up to +3 (excellent)

1. How easy was it for you to carry out searches using the web service? Average = 0,2

2. How helpful were the icons? Average = -0,6

3. How easy is it to recover from errors? Average = -0,4

4. Is the design and layout of the screen helpful? Average = 0,2

5. How easy is the system to learn? Average = 0,5

6. Is the on-screen terminology clear? Average = 1,2

7. Are the functions and sequence of actions logical? Average = -0,4

8. How easy was it to navigate through the cloud? Average = -0,2

9. Are the icons for navigation helpful? Average = -0,4

10. How clearly could you identify the object in the cloud after a search? Average = 0,4

11. How easy as it to look up the metadata after an object has been selected? Average = -0,5

12. How easy was it to add a comment to the object? Average = 0.4

13. How easy was it to reorganize? Average = 1,7

14. How easy was it to add an object to the cloud? Average = 0,8

15. How easy was it to freeze the objects? Average = 0,8

16. Did you find the response time of the system acceptable? Average = 1,8

17. How acceptable was the picture quality for research purposes? Average = 1,8

18. How useful would the web service be in the course of your daily purposes? Average = 0,2
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7.2 interdisciplinary expert workshop DataCloud demo version 2.5

09.12.2003 at V2_ Rotterdam

Participants:
Igor Kebel: Elastic studio and Berlage Institute, architect / worked on an 3d library interface
environment
Julie Tolmie (Canada) Simon Fraser University Vancouver data visualisation / mathematics
Maartje Dros: DataCloud content team / graduate at Design Academy
Ana Dzokic: STEALTHgroup, DataCloud content team
Brigit Ligtenegger software developer for the last two versions of DataCloud
Ronald Wall: Erasmus University / Berlage Institute, co-developer of MVRDV's Function Mixer
Marc Neelen: STEALTHgroup  / ArchiNed, co-developer of DataCloud in all versions
Ben Schouten: Centre for Computer Science and Mathematics CWI / information visualization Utrecht
School of the Arts
Piet Vollaard: ArchiNed, co-developer of the previous DataCloud projects
Lobke Hulzink: project manager V2_Lab managed Datacloud 2.5
Erik Kemperman: software engineer V2_ worked on the Datacloud 2.0 and 2.5 on  data organization
issues
Enric Gili Ford: interaction designer of Datacloud 2.5
Lenno Verhoog: visual designer V2_Lab worked on DataCloud 2.0 and 2.5
Anne Nigten: manager V2_Lab

Agenda:

10:00 - 10:10 intro
10:10 - 11:30 presentation: what has been achieved so far / what are the questions open

- Presentation: application (DataCloud development team )
- Presentation: development stages of the DataCloud (Marc)
- Presentation: content DC 2.5 (Ana)

11:30 - 12:00 discussion /first feedback
12:00 - 12:45 lunch

12:45 - 13:00 overview of the topics and clustering for discussion in smaller groups
13:00 - 14:00 Brainstorm - 3 groups from 5
14:00 - 15:00 Presentation/discussion conclusion each group
15:00 - 16:00 Conclusions

> Presentation of the demo

 usability (a robust and usable demonstration version) has been the main objective for the
development of this DataCloud 2.5. A second important issue has been the testing of the
application as a community tool.

Here a short summery of the subjects and issues discussed around the demo presentation:

- Aspects of data and esthetics: does the DataCloud project attempt at visualizing data, or at
aestheticising data.
- About the concept: Is the goal of the DataCloud to provide an operational diagram based
on the available data, the relations and the visual organization of this data/metadata.
-  Semantic aspects for the titles – relations – linkages in a meaningful way, memory clouds
- The search is not done in an iterative way per se.
- Are there any multi user aspects included? Simultaneously see the changes?? not real time
multi user aspects
- Ben: hidden criteria when retrieving clusters (have to open the objects before knowing their
relationship).
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- Iterative search: not possible yet only freezing as bookmarking (narrowing the search)
- For usability testing: take into account how the users react on the interpretation of the titles.

Erik showed the navigation of some dimensions
Design components (hard – and soft relationships) seems to be problematic as the soft
relations are not unfolding? trying to solve problems and no free feeling / loose perceptions
not close enough to memory?? maybe organization in a more natural way?
For now there is used only syntactical string.

> Presentation of the content DC 2.5

Ana: For this version (2.5) a very specific set of data was used – in contrast to the general
dataset used in former DataCloud version 2.0. The approach was to build-up elements for a
possible film scenario about Rotterdam. The elements are constructed in such a way that
users by relating them give feedback on their way of ‘using’ the city, thus giving a range of
different views on Rotterdam.

The elements through which a user can create a scenario/story board consist of 5 data sets:
locations, actors, actions, dialogues and sounds of the city. All 5 elements were made in a
very different way (formats). An important feature of data objects is the global location data
(GPS). The cloud should be able to display data objects both related to their geographical
disposition – a sort of fuzzy city map, and reorganize it as well by a range of other,
sometimes subjective features, thus showing different data morphologies. In the moderation
tool (backside of the system) one can see a list of media objects. For locations information
was selected by picking-up grid points of the city map, these points (160) were
photographed and projected as QuickTime movies projected on the inside of a cube. The
same keywords are used to describe all the 5 elements, which sometimes becomes difficult to
achieve, as keywords have to describe, for instance, both places and people. Actors
(people) are interviewed (through a small questioner) along selected public transport lines,
approaching them as possible characters for a movie. And actions are fragments of
newspaper articles focusing on interaction among people in Rotterdam.

This narrative approach is very different from the previous DataCloud versions. It is built up
of fragments that never tell a complete story that could become a scene in a film. It is a non-
linear narrative approach.  The content team is interested in providing the first set of data to
users that would make it richer, combine the elements provided while the changes are being
traced and saved as unique combinations (collections). In this way users are able to
‘corrupt’ the data provided and create a new meaning of it. This approach is more focused
on a general audience and less designer oriented.

Q: Will the topography of the map be available? In the DataCloud data objects and
relations between them are graphically represented in the interface. Not a conventional city
map is constructed, but a representation of the data objects located in the city through a
number of grid points (forming a rough matrix). This means that you get visual
representation which shows different density and positions of objects. Geographical
information will therefore not be represented in as ‘measurable’ entity but rather in (as well
geographically) related clusters of information.
Q: Would DataCloud be a tool to test layering of information? There seem to run various
scenarios mixed up among each other? Is this a tool for experimentation or is it a test set?
Personal story telling? DataCloud is a tool for testing layering of information and multi-
dimensional representation of the information. Non-linear story telling is one of the possible
test sets to experiment with the cloud.

Q: When you display grid / cartography map (diagrammatic representation) of the city,
how far can you go in educing its spatial aspects? Earlier versions of DataClouds were
based on information / dataspaces and now there is introduced a cartography / mapping
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based on existing city spatiality as one of the possible topologies in which this space can be
folded.

We can observe so far three somewhat overlapping areas relevant for the brainstorm:

- information organization and clustering (which references are used which linkages /
Connecting community and on line environment)
- multi dimensional visualization – metadata aspects and semantics ?
- interface issues (Graphical User Interface / Multi Modal Interface)

Below the reports from the discussion groups

Information organization & clustering group (Ben, Ana, Piet, Brigit, Erik):

Ben raised some questions about meaning and the feeling of dimensions and usefulness of
3d-2d. The metaphor of the space needs notion to be understood. (3d has a relatively small
advantage in comparison to 2d.) There are a lot of features, and at this moment it is unclear
which features generate the meaning. There is a lack of clarity. It makes it more fuzzy, to
mix these features. It goes from multi to 3 dimensions - why not use one dimension for one
fixed feature. How do you get the user in the loop, how is the context and include domain
specific contributions + include interaction of the user to add intelligence of the interpretation
of the user interaction. To use the collections for mapping of users actions, of those involved
in the making and inserting and description of the objects etc. cluster by example cluster the
dataset with other datasets. Cluster as an example was set as an option, it becomes clear
now it is missing. User provides the mapping.

Multidimensional visualization (Julie, Ronals, Maartje, Lobke, Marc):

The references in the navigation are missing, the distances between the objects are missing
as intuitively understandable visual references. The shape and the id of the objects are
unclear, it is hard to distinguish the objects. Let the statistics be the organization map, here it
was mentioned as a possible map in the map, the scaling is very important. The keywords
can be trusted by scale, position, date , time.  How to get the metadata ? keywords,
locations, are limited title is problematic – more metadata should be generated by the
moods, qualities, moods etc and this is needed for meaning full to build rich multi
dimensional emotional spaces.

Clarity  in dimensions: the sphere (space?) is there but is not clearly communicated to the
users/navigators, an idea would be to visualize it more clearly.
Unclear is what is where which dimension 2-d / 3d references are needed either subjective
or objective.  Q for the tech people, what is what mapped to e.g. a discreet type like the
media format. A: this was imposed according numeric calculations. Q with keywords? A:
More or less the same any number of a keyword, scale 0-9 and this is being normalized on
a scale from 0-1 Remark: this is a dangerous way you loose information easily, there are
other ways, there is little or no perceptual meaning. But you have to have numbers to find
your coordinates in the space, define the relationships and count these. Can you tell the user
the maps made? Do you want this? Do you introduce this type of interaction?  The numbers
should one way or the other be less arbitrary.
There was also a discussion about meaning: these should be more eminent, the closer you
get the more content is revealed !  the geography of the map could be interesting as a split
screen, displaying on one screen the real geographic map and the other screen could
represent the abstract or mental space. This would generate two views, this also offers
possibilities to explore different layers of the cities (visible / invisible ) .  Starlight !!
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The perspective is important to keep in mind as it is intended to look down to be present.

Part of the missing metadata is in the design at this moment: take music mappings, features
(depended, in depended), intelligent ways of dealing with metadata generation. The
problem is that the current metadata is not able to express meaning / emotional adding is
depended on the user and highly subjective, and this could generate the special personal /
emotional information  which can make this environment much more richer.

Q: the hit score does it have a self-propagandistic behavior?  yes ! there should be a penalty
of being popular.  Here there could be used some interesting profiling ??

User Interface Group (Igor, Enric, Anne, Lenno):

Q: Target group for the current GUI- who is the end users ?
It seems to be designed for the expert used to browse 3-d screen environment. It has a
complex environment / learning curve ? Is the graphical display needed e.g. is it possible to
leave out certain graphical elements because one would use an joystick or something? A
reference would be to develop it for a Playstation environment – what elements have to be
stripped off from what we now have, what elements are lacking for such a platform?

Q: Why are the data-objects displayed as cubes ?  The previous versions were spheres,
The surfaces of the cube provide six different view possibilities instead of a repetition there
also could be displayed something else e.g. metadata . Maybe it could be more appropriate
to use the sphere as it has less sides, or use the cube sides to display more relevant
information about the object. From an architectural point of view, this learns us about the
steps to take and effort to make to end up around the corner (navigation issues) maybe
follow the play-station routine.

GUI elements: There are several references from 3-d modeling and VMRL but these are just
working slightly differently this makes it a bit confusing. You’re not only navigating also
exploring and looking for relations, linkages etc.

Xyz similarities / differences in 3d mapping more rich, isn’t this more complicated instead of
adding complexity
The requirements of the GUI should be described as well as users, skilled, exclusive target
group.
Efficiency about the pixel property: screen layout, the whole in between space should be
used as 3d space only the frame in the middle is the hotspot, we show only 64 objects, A:
the densities and spaces could be adjusted in the software / algorithm
The portion of the Gui is too big compared to the Datacloud, interface elements can be 3d
and over layers / information is about abstractions etc.

Designer’s preferences: Lenno would like to have pop menu with an by structure (like in 3d
program),  mouse pop-ups)
Enric; like to streamline the interaction in the 3d navigations, multiple undo’s , details: icons
with arrows and in general buttons need to be improved, the intelligence for the cameras
etc,.,   what we are exploring is the maps in 3d space, and then re-organization after
different algorithms can be used, 3d space organization plug-ins, spheres, spirals etc and
iterative search.
What is missing according Lenno compared to DataCloud 2.0 the storylines and clusters…..
this is not so clear.

General remark Igor / Anne: the research objective could be sharper, look at what already
exist.
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Not to rediscover the entire GUI and computer industry, and look what is not available and
work on this!  narrow down the focus of development and focus on navigation of 3d data
spaces

Igor: Clouds and diagrams were used to explain engineers very complex systems, here it
could be more clear the Datacloud is an operational diagram.

General remarks when concluding the brainstorm:

Scale is a missing feature
More then only proximity for mappings
The remark: yes it is useful to have 3d IF more of the dimensions are used in a meaningful
way.




